We present two systems created for SemEval2016s Task 11: Complex Word Identification. Our two systems, a regression tree and decision tree, were trained with a word's unigram and lemma word counts, average ageof-acquisition, and a measure of concreteness. The systems ranked 5th and 6th, respectively, on the test set by G-score (the harmonic mean between accuracy and recall). With the regression tree's predictions earning a G-score of 0.766, and the decision tree's earning 0.765, the two systems scored within 1 percent of the score of the best-performing system in the task.
Introduction
Text simplification is the process of reducing the complexity of a text while preserving the original meaning. Text simplification may include syntactic or pragmatic aspects (Siddharthan, 2014) , but much of the work that has been done has focused on lexical simplifications. In lexical simplification, difficult words or phrases are replaced to make a text more accessible. This kind of simplification can benefit several reader populations, including secondlanguage learners (Petersen and Ostendorf, 2009) .
One important first step in lexical simplification is complex word identification. This step predicts which words in a text will be difficult for a reader so that they can then be targeted for simplification.
The International Workshop on Semantic Evaluation for 2016 (SemEval-2016) hosted Task 11: Complex Word Identification (CWI), which asked participants to identify words that would be challenging for non-native English speakers (Paetzold and Specia, 2016) . Task participants were given 2,237 training examples. Each example contained a word, the sentence containing the word, and the word's index in the sentence. In addition, each word was labeled as complex or not complex (or simple) by 20 human annotators, and each word was given a binary label of complex if at least one annotator thought the word was hard to read. The individual labels of the 20 annotators were also made available to participants.
Submissions were evaluated on a test set of 88,221 words. Test set items had the same format as the training set, except that they were only annotated by one person, so the labels indicated whether that annotator alone labeled it complex.
Previous Work
This is the first year of the CWI Task, so no previous work has been done on exactly the same task. However, substantial work has been done previously in the general area of characterizing word difficulty.
Traditional readability measures like FleschKincaid (Kincaid and others, 1975) and Gunning Fog (Gunning, 1952) rely primarily on word length, while the Lexile framework considers word length and unigram frequency. More recent work has incorporated n-grams and part of speech information (Petersen and Ostendorf, 2009; Graesser and others, 2004) , word clusters (Deane and others, 2006) to improve the accuracy of reading level predictions, while other work has used orthographic and phonemic features (Mostow and others, 2002) to predict where children would have reading difficulty.
Methodology
For each word in the training set, we extracted features that we predicted would be good indicators of a word's complexity. We also used the labels from the individual annotators to generate continuousvalued labels for each of the training words. Finally, we trained several machine learning models as implemented using Python's scikit-learn package (Pedregosa and others, 2011) .
Features
We investigated several potential features for the CWI Task, based on metrics across various features for words in the training set (see Table 1 ).
Unigram and lemma frequency from the
Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) (Davies, 2008) , using the WordNet lemmatizer in Python's nltk package (Loper and Bird, 2002) . Complex words are, on average, less frequent than simple words.
2. Word age-of-acquisition according to the average age-of-acquisition (AoA) for a word in a list of roughly 30,000 English words (Kuperman and others, 2012). Complex words, have a higher mean AoA.
3. Word concreteness, on a scale of 1 to 5, according to a list of roughly 40,000 English words (Brysbaert and others, 2013) . Complex words have higher scores, possibly due to the inclusion of technical words.
4. Word length, stem length, and lemma length in characters. For all three, complex words are longer on average than simple words.
Number of word pronunciations in Carnegie
Mellon University's Pronouncing dictionary (Lenzo, 2007) , accessed through nltk.
Complex words have a lower number of pronunciations on average, possibly because these words tend to be more technical.
6. Probability of the word's sequence of characters according to a character-based trigram language model created with SRILM and trained on the COCA dataset (Stolcke and 7. Number of synsets in WordNet. Complex words belong to a lower number of synsets, possibly because they are more likely to be unique and domain-specific.
8. Part-of-speech (POS) given by nltk's partof-speech tagger. Nouns are more likely to be complex words, and verbs are more likely to be simple words. For models that do not support categorical features, we performed a one-hot encoding of the most common tags: NN, NNS, JJ, RB, and VBD.
We experimented with different combinations of features, but only five features were used in the predictions given by our models: unigram and lemma frequency, age-of-acquisition, concreteness, and word length. Therefore, those were the features that we used in our sybmitted system.
Labels
Originally, the training set included binary labels that correspond to whether at least one annotator thought a word was complex. However, because these labels are binary, they are not indicative of the extent to which the annotators agreed each word was difficult. It is useful to learn the difference, for example, between a word that almost all of the annotators agree is difficult, and one that 19/20 annotators felt was simple, but one annotator thought was complex.
To help with this, we replaced every binary label with a continuous label representing the percentage of annotators who found the word to be complex. We used thresholding to convert the continuous labels back to binary labels as needed.
Models
We experimented with Support Vector Machines, Logisitic Regression, and Perceptrons, but got the best results from scikit-learn's implementation of depth-limited regression and decision trees with our features and a maximum depth of 3. These models gave the best performance on average in terms of cross-validation accuracy, F 1 -score, and Gscore. Regression trees and decision trees have the added benefit of providing a level of model interpretability that the other models do not. Since decision trees requires discrete categories for training, we used a threshold of 0.25 when providing the labels to the model for training. That is to say, all examples in training were labeled complex if at least 25 percent of annotators marked it complex. For each cross-validation fold, we used the proportion of the first 19 annotators who labeled a word complex as labels during training, then evaluated our model on the labels provided by the 20th annotator.
We also trained our regression tree on the proportion of the first 19 annotators who labeled each word complex. But since regression trees train on and predict continuous-valued labels, we used the percent of annotators directly as labels during training, then thresholded the model's prediction for each word at test time. We got best results with a threshold of 0.05: words were interpreted as complex if the model predicted its measure of complexity to be 0.05 or greater. These thresholds were chosen because they gave the best G-score for 5-fold crossvalidation on the training set.
Results
On the CWI test set, our regression tree and decision tree ranked 5th and 6th on G-score, respectively, out of the 40 system submissions (Paetzold and Specia, 2016) . Table 2 breaks down the precision, recall, and G-score of each model. The models had G-scores of 0.765 and 0.766. By comparison, the top scoring system had a G-score of 0.774, and overall the average G-score was 0.620 with a standard deviation of 0.123 (Paetzold and Specia, 2016 Figures 1 and 2 depict the confusion matrices generated from comparing the trees' predictions to the testing labels. Over 90% of the misclassifications given by both trees were false positives. This indicates that the models tended to overpredict complex words, which is also seen in the relatively low precision of both systems.
Analysis
Our models relied most heavily on unigram and lemma frequency features. Even when the AoA, concreteness, and lemma length features are excluded, the regression tree and decision tree obtain a G-score of 0.735 and 0.770, respectively, on the test set. This indicates that corpus frequency alone is an extremely good indicator of a word's complexity.
Despite our submitted models' success with corpus-based features, we obtained low precision scores of 0.18 for each model. These scores were consistent with results for many of the other systems participating in the task. The average precision score was 0.123 with a standard deviation of 0.06 (Paetzold and Specia, 2016) .
We posit that this problem is due in part to the difference in distribution between the training and testing sets for our models. Namely, our models must train on labels that are representative of the judgments of multiple annotators, but also be tested on labels that are representative of the judgment of only one annotator. The difference in distribution between the training and testing set means that the model learns to predict word complexity for a group, but is evaluated on one person's judgments. This problem is exacerbated by the low agreement between annotators. Figure 3 shows that most words marked complex are labeled so by only one person.
In addition, some of the labels in the test set are possibly counterintuitive. For example, in:
The Plan of Management is the main policy document for the Park and strives to balance strategic or long-term goals and tactical or day to day goals. the word strives and both instances of the word goals were labeled complex. Intuitively, those words seem less difficult to us than the words strategic and tactical, which were both labeled not complex by the same annotator. This example illustrates what makes the task so difficult: not only are the testing and training set distributions different, but the labels for each are subjective and possibly conflicting.
Conclusion
This paper details our submission to SemEval-2016's Task 11: Complex Word Identification. We explored several potential features, eventually submitting a regression tree and decision tree based on unigram and lemma frequency, age-of-acquisition, concreteness, and word length. By incorporating annotator disagreement into our models through continuous-valued labels during training and testing, our models ranked 5th and 6th overall in the Task. Error analysis reveals that our models had trouble generalizing the judgments of multiple annotators in the training set to the judgment of one annotator in the test set, leading to low precision.
